Friends,

This week, in the House Judiciary Committee, the Democrats' radical pro-abortion witness revealed under questioning that she thinks that men can become pregnant and have abortions.

You read that right.

Here’s how my exchange with her went:

- “What you do say a woman is?” I asked.
- “I believe that everyone can identify for themselves,” she replied.
- “Do you believe then that men become pregnant and have abortions?” I asked as a follow up.
- “Yes,” she answered.

**WATCH:** [Today’s Left: Men can get pregnant and have abortions](#)

What we saw in real time is that the alleged “Party of Science” has completely abandoned simple scientific truths.

The interaction with Ms. Aimee Arrambide, the Executive Director of a pro-abortion nonprofit, Avow Texas, immediately went viral, receiving millions of views on social media.
Breitbart: Watch the exchange!

This exchange revealed the Democrat party for what it really is: Radical leftists who want to fundamentally transform the country. The idea that men can become pregnant and have abortions is absurd. Yet, not a single Democrat during this week’s hearing even tried to challenge what their own witness said.

That alone may have been the most stunning part. Although it should not come as a surprise if you have been paying attention to the activism that is at the heart of the Democrat party today.

Pro-abortion activism and transgender activism has destroyed the concepts of basic biology. It’s also tearing apart the Democrat party.

TWEET: Trust the science!

Americans don’t agree with this extremism, and Democrats are about to find that out the hard way. It’s just a blatant lie. The American people are tired of being gas lit by radical Leftists.

Another witness, Dr. Yashica Robinson (a pro-abortion OB/GYN) could not answer Rep. Mike Johnson’s question whether a child that is halfway out of the birth canal can be aborted.

According to this other Democrat witness, the qualifier for being a “human” is to “be born” and have a “birthday.” The idea that a pregnancy can be terminated while being born is beyond barbaric.

TWEET: Radical Left: You’re not a human being just moments before being born.

To sum it all up, Democrats cannot define what a woman is, nor can they properly define what a human being is. It’s truly sad to watch.
The woke witnesses revealed quite a bit this week. Their bizarre answers are a sign of how removed Democrat thinking is with the rest of the country. While their answers were fun to poke at online, the reality is that this is an extreme and toxic ideology that has taken over the other party. It is clear, woke Social Justice Warriors cannot be setting public policy for the rest of America.

**Don Jr.:** “The party of science”

Do you believe Democrats that men can get pregnant and have abortions?

- Yes
- No

*Submit survey to sign up for updates on my work in Congress.*

**WATCH:** Fox News Americas Newsroom: "Men Can Get Pregnant"